Thomas & Co Gardens
Traditional Barn Cloche Assembly Instructions

Thank you for buying our cloche frames. We have included a post to help with assembly and this
should be done on the lawn.
The glass panes are 2’ x 1’ 3mm thick horticultural glass (or 610 x 305mm) which is a standard size
available from any decent glass merchant. If desired the glass edges of each pane can be ‘arrised’ by
the glass merchant at extra cost. This removes the sharp edge.
Please were gloves when assembling the cloches.
Please see these two YouTube videos to assist with assembly
https://youtu.be/9C_U2p0ji8A
https://youtu.be/G95rYTvIgc0
Any questions, please call me on
07921 147865
Thank you, Steven

Cloche ‘A’ Frame.
One per Cloche

Handle. One per
Cloche

Glazing Clips Two
per Cloche

Assembly Post
with Spike. One
per order of
Cloches
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Slide the A frame
through the
Handle loop and
sit these two
parts on top of
the post in the

Insert the post
into the lawn.
Note the top has
cut-outs for the
A frame and
handle

Ensure the bottoms of the A
frame are sitting on the lawn.

Place the two wall pieces of glass against the A
frame an in the A frame bookkeeping the glass
central

Place a Glazing Clip on top of each pane and
inside the A Frame

Place the first roof pane on the glazing clip and
rest it on the A frame. Hook the two ends of the
Handle over the edge of the first pane and then
the repeat for the second roof pane.

The assembled cloche. Hold the handle loop
and carefully lift the complete cloche from the
assembly post. Dismantling is the reverse of
assembly

The glazing clip position on
each of the side panes

The Handle showing the
looped ends clamping down
on the two roof panes. Clamp
the first roof pane using the
long tail of the looped ends
and then clamp the second
roof pane using the wire
loops.
When this stage has been
completed, gently ‘square up’
the four panes of glass until
they are neat and lined up.
Then the entire cloche can be
lifted up and oﬀ the assembly
post and carried to the
vegetable plot.

The assembled cloche.
To block the ends of a single cloche or a
row of cloches, place one pane of glass
(2’ X 1’ or 610mm x 305mm) lengthwise
and another vertically against each end.
Insert a cane into the soil which will hold
the two panes of glass against the end of
the cloche. Then tie the cane top to the
nearest Handle loop with a piece of
garden wire. See the videos listed above.

